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ldioms are special expressions. Below are some cornmon idioms.

to build castles in the air

an ali-rounder
'

to back out

to have no backbone
.:: :1

to back up
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a bad egg'

to keep the ball rolling
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like a bear rvith a sore head

iO'U.ut about the U"rn
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to make a beeline (for)

''''.'.
Io kill two birds rvith one'stone"-'
to bite the hand that feeds you

.': I L r ' .. ..", - ' r: , '

:to be inrblack'and white.r ::rr-:i:i.:r : t,:a::.,.:...-,;r:.i'.:.t:r,.:;1,,1.;,|t;.. -ia_ir;:: , .. r,:.i:r.
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one's bread and butter

to nip it in the bud

to kick the bucket

to paddle your own canoe
tr ", ,',''., .:1.: i-:lr ,:1:r :::li:rlt:it:,:.1:, :.:...-:-,::r::r' -t: :,.i

to rain cats and dogs''_
chicken-hearted

a chip;off thelold,'blo ...'. i-,,'
to have green fingers

a cock and bull story , .

to pass with flying colours
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A simile is a figure of sPeech and

our writing more interesting.

as agile as a monkeY

as alike as two Peas in a Pod

as angry as a wasp

as beautiful as a rainbow

as big as an elePhant

as black as coal, Pitch
as blind as a bat

-I

as biol<i as brass

as brave as a lion
as biighrap,$1$to.*4rlew iili
as bright as daY

as busy as a bee

as clear as a bell, crystal

as cold as ice

as cooi as a cucutnber

it compares two things' We use similes to make

as large as life
as light as a feather, air

as loud as thunder
as merry as a cricket

as neat as a Pin
,ias,obstinate as a mule

,t,rii'ot$'usthe hjlfs,,,,
as pale as death

as patient as Job

as playful as a kitten

as pleased as Punch

as poor as a church mou

as pretty as a Picture
as proud as a Deacock

as pure as snow a lilY

as quick as a,wink.light

i. j , as'quigl as q,mouse 
,

'.as sharp as a'needlq a ri
i 'as silent as the glave

lf:.=s$illy ars: a goose

as slippery as an eel

as slow as a snail

as slow as a tortoise

as smooth as silk

as soft as wool
as solid as a rock

as sour as vinegar
:

ls steady as a rock '

: as straight as an arrow

as strong as a horse, an

as stubborn as a mule

as sturdy as an oak

as sure as death

as sweet as honeY

as tall as a giraffe
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aS craay as a loon
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as devoted as a mother

as dry as a bone, dust

as dull as dishwater

as easy as ABC

as fat as a Pig
as fit as a fiddle
as flat as a pancake

as free as a bfrd' ' 
:

as fresh as a daisY '
as gentle as a lamb, a dove

as good as gold

as graceful as a swan

as happy as a lark

as hard as nails

as hear.y as lead, an eiePhant

as high as a kite'' 
.'' '':

as hoarse as a cr9w :,

as:liot as hell ' ., 
,"

as hungry as a bear, a wolf
, : as innocent Cs t'Jam'b',,, ., r',.

as thin as a lake, 
a tgothl

ai timid as a iabbit 
.

: as tough as leather, a nail

as white as snow a ghost,

u, *ir. as Solomo'"', un i''
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